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State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments made.

My submission is that: Support

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

Stock (cattle, deer and horses) must be excluded from drains to maintain the integrity of the stock exclusion rules. It is pointless to require stock exclusion from streams and rivers and then have drains discharging sediment and nutrient enriched water into them. The outcomes sought by the Zone Committee will not be able to be achieved if drains are left out of the picture.

Please give precise details for each provision. The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

Retain clause d above and exclude stock from drains
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State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments made.

My submission is that: Support

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

It is important that artificial watercourses (drains) be included in this rule as they contribute significantly to sedimentation and nutrient enrichment of waterways. If drains are excluded the stock exclusion rules will never achieve the outcomes that they seek to achieve.

Please give precise details for each provision. The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

That stock be excluded from artificial watercourses (drains)
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Please select the appropriate option from the following:

I DO NOT wish to be heard in support of my submission; or

If so